KORG

X5

MUSIC SYNTHESIZER

The Versatile New
X5 Music Synthesizer
from KORG
All the Sound Power and Features You've Come to Expect From KORG—in a Compact, Portable Keyboard.

Setting Sound Standards

It’s no accident that KORG keyboards like the 01/W, X3 and M1 show up at just about every major concert and in every major recording studio. It’s also no accident that the new X5 Music Synthesizer is powered by the very same state-of-the-art technology that powers those benchmark instruments: KORG’s revolutionary AdSynthesis System.

When it comes to sound quality, KORG has one standard—the highest. That’s why you’ll find a total of 340 Multisounds and 164 different drum sounds residing within the X5’s 6-megabyte ROM; each carefully selected and crafted, and generated by AdSynthesis.

With dual stereo multi-effects systems featuring 47 different types of effects ranging from reverber to rotary speaker, the X5 has the kind of sound power you’ve come to expect from KORG.

Versatile Sound Source

The X5 has a rich assortment of 236 Programs and 100 Combinations including 128 General MIDI (GM) Programs and one GM compatible program. They’re available at the touch of a button and feature all of the essentials like pianos, strings and drums plus exciting new synthesized sounds like you’ve never heard before.

The X5 also has enough RAM memory to let you store and access 100 Programs and 100 Combinations of your own creation.

Professional Features & Performance

Weighing in at just over ten pounds, the X5 is KORG’s most compact, portable keyboard—but there’s nothing lightweight about its performance capabilities. With its full sized 61-note keyboard, Modulation and Pitch Bend Wheels and 32-note polyphony, the X5 is equally at home on stage or in the studio.

It even offers six different tunings (like Werckmeister III and equal and pure temperaments) for those musicians who wish to play classical or ethnic music using authentic scales.

Ideal for a Wide Range of Applications

With a built-in computer interface and 16-part multi-timbral capability, the X5 is perfect for music/computer applications. And the optional AG-001/002 kit provides the cable and driver software needed to hook up the X5 directly to your computer. This actually eliminates the need for a separate MIDI interface! Of course, the X5 also features the standard MIDI In, Out and Thru terminals.

Whether you’re performing, creating sequences or playing back songs in the General MIDI format, the versatile X5 possesses the kind of music making power that has made KORG keyboards the most acclaimed and the most (unsuccessfully) imitated in the music world today.

X5 Specifications

- Sound Generation Method: AdSynthesis System
- Sound Source: 32 voices, 32 oscillators (single mode); 16 voices, 32 oscillators (double mode)
- Keyboard: 61 notes with velocity
- Waveform Memory: PCM 6MB
- Effects: 2 digital multi-effects systems, 47 effects
- Program/Combination: ROM 128 programs + 8 drum programs (including one drum program for GM), RAM 100 programs + 100 combinations
- Control Inputs: Assignable Switch, Assignable Pedal
- Outputs: L/MONO, R, Headphones, Communication Terminal: Computer interface (to host PC), MIDI: IN, OUT, THRU
- Display: LCD 16 characters x 2 lines with backlight
- Power Supply: DC12V (600mA AC adapter)
- Accessories: AC adapter
- Dimensions: 900.0 (w) x 254.2 (D) x 83.4(h) mm
- Weight: 4.7 kg

X5 Options

- PS-1, PS-2, PEDAL SWITCHES
- DS-1, DAMPER PEDAL
- FC-6, FOOT CONTROLLER
- KVP-002, VOLUME PEDAL
- XV-10, EXP/VOI, PEDAL
- EXP-2, FOOT CONTROLLER
- PM-15B, POWERED MONITOR
- KH-3000, HEADPHONES
- AG-001, MIDI Driver software and computer interface cable for IBM-PC and compatible
- AG-002, MIDI Driver software and computer interface cable for Macintosh
- AG-004, Adapter Cable for IBM-PC and compatible
- SYNC/MIDI cable: 1.5m, 3m, 5m, 1m ± 0.5m
- Audio Connection cable: 2m, 3m, 5m, 7m
- SC-X5, SOFT CASE
- ST-X5, STAND
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